### General Sessions [Big-10C]

**SUN 14-AUG**
- Registration

**MON 15-AUG**
- **REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS**
  - 7:00 to 8:15: Welcome and Overview
  - 8:00 to 8:15: Registration
  - 8:15 to 9:00: Utilities, Networks, and the Regulatory Compact [Beecher] - Big10C
  - 9:00 to 10:00: Trends in Telephony and Media [Bauer] - Room 62
  - 10:30 to 11:30: Resource Integration Modeling [Veselka] - Big10C
  - 11:30 to 12:00: Gas Pipeline Regulation [Foley] - Centennial BC
  - 12:00 to 1:30: FERC Jurisdiction and Policy Issues [Greenfield] - Big10C
  - 1:30 to 2:15: Demand-Side Resources [Taylor] - Big10C
  - 2:15 to 3:00: Electricity Reliability [Mazuchowski] - Big10C
  - 3:00 to 4:00: Environmental Regulation: Climate and Air Policy [EPA] - Big10C
  - 4:00 to 5:00: Environmental Regulation: Climate and Air Policy [EPA] - Big10C

**TUE 16-AUG**
- **TRENDS AND DRIVERS**
  - 8:30 to 10:00: Economics of Environmental Policies [Rose] - Big10C
  - 10:00 to 10:30: Energy Resource Integration and Planning [Veselka] - Big10C
  - 10:30 to 12:00: FERC Jurisdiction and Policy Issues [Greenfield] - Big10C
  - 12:00 to 1:00: Federal Telecom Policy [Hunter] - Room 62
  - 1:00 to 2:00: Net Neutrality [Dutton] - Room 62
  - 2:00 to 3:00: Regulatory Compliance and Enforcement [Buckley] - Room 61
  - 3:00 to 4:00: Environmental Regulation of Natural Gas [Fitch] - Centennial BC

**WED 17-AUG**
- **MARKETS AND PERFORMANCE**
  - 8:30 to 10:00: Market Power and Antitrust Policy [Jeitschko] - Big10C
  - 10:00 to 10:30: Wholesale Gas Markets [Rose] - Big10C
  - 10:30 to 12:00: Wholesale Gas Markets [Rose] - Big10C
  - 12:00 to 1:00: Energy Optimization in the Water Sector [Naumick] - Room 61
  - 1:00 to 2:00: Transmission Policy and Pricing [Rose] - Big10C
  - 2:00 to 3:00: Electricity Market Monitoring [Rose] - Big10C
  - 3:00 to 4:00: Gas Supply and Procurement [Dismukes] - Centennial BC

**THU 18-AUG**
- **REGULATORY INCENTIVES AND TOPICAL WORKSHOPS**
  - 8:30 to 10:00: Regulatory Alternatives and Incentives [Dismukes] - Big10C
  - 10:30 to 12:00: Gas Pipeline Safety Regulation [Burns] - Centennial BC
  - 12:00 to 1:00: Ratecase Auditing [Smith] - Centennial 61
  - 1:00 to 2:00: Cost Forecasting and Risk Allocation [Buckley] - Room 61
  - 2:00 to 3:00: Electricity Reliability [Mazuchowski] - Big10C
  - 3:00 to 4:00: Environmental Regulation of Natural Gas [Fitch] - Centennial BC

**FRI 19-AUG**
- **CONSUMER PROTECTION AND TOPICAL WORKSHOPS**
  - 8:30 to 10:00: Consumer Protection and Advocacy [Munro] - Big10C
  - 10:30 to 12:00: Networks and Cybersecurity [Housemann] - Big10C